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You are your words. Make the most of them! The American HeritageÃ‚Â® Dictionary of the English

Language is the premier resource for anyone who wants to know precisely what words mean,

where they come from, and how to use them effectively. It is renowned for presenting accurate and

comprehensible definitions, etymologies based on the latest research, and authoritative usage

guidance from the celebrated American HeritageÃ‚Â® Usage Panel.The fifth edition of the

dictionary, published in 2011, included 10,000 new words and senses, as well as 4,000 new

full-color images. This comprehensive update continues the tradition of exhaustive research and

thorough review. Nearly 1,000 revisions to definitions and etymologies, 100 new words and senses,

updated charts and tables, and new usage advice make this version the most current print

dictionary of its size available today.The American HeritageÃ‚Â® Dictionary combines clear,

precise defintions with useful features that make it easier to choose your words and express

yourself clearly. Your words really do define you. Make the most of them with the guidance of this

respected work of reference.
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The Editors of the American Heritage Dictionaries are trained lexicographers with a varied array of

interests and expertise. Most of the editors hold graduate degrees, and several have degrees in

linguistics or in the history of the English language. All the editors familiarize themselves with the

vocabulary in specific subject areas, collect materials on new developments and usage, and work in

association with consultants to ensure that the content of our publications is as accurate and



up-to-date as possible.

A great dictionary that I love to get lost in. I'll never be one to use an online dictionary - there are too

many treasures to be discovered when one looks up a word and ends up getting lost in other words

on the way to the original one that one is looking for. The American Heritage has the etymology of

each word, which is important to me, and fantastic appendices, very scholarly. Language changes

rapidly in our technological and globalized age, but for me, I'll simply order each new edition of The

American Heritage every few years. I encourage my students to use paper dictionaries for purposes

of retention and "discovery."

Great dictionary. I did not realize how big and heavy it is. I mostly wanted it cause it has the

etymology of each word. Font is large enough for older people to read.

Oversea shipping is most like Hemingway said in A Moveable Feast"In those days,though,the

spring always came finally but it was frightening that it had nearly failed".That is real big when open

package.Lots of colour illustrations help understand and quotation from writer or poet that make it

readable.Concise but not plain.If look up Arthropod then should know what is Invertebrate at

first.Still need to get used to the phonetic spelling.It really does a good favour for writting.Every page

is redolent of oat!

Brought for my mother to replace her old one that was misplaced. Cover and pages look good and

are of excellent quality. I haven't looked into the book itself to see the definitions but I assumed,

based on my mother's reaction, that it was a good dictionary. The one minor problem I have with it

is that it a fairly big book and heavy. Its not something you can carry easily with an arm or hand.

Overall, good product

Has every word I'd ever need BUT it is so huge that sometimes it's hard to manage (physically, that

is.)

Great gift for students - very interesting/helpful.

I have loved this dictionary since the first edition! Enough has been written about it by respected and

talented reviewers over the years I don't need to add more about the dictionary itself In this digital



age, I really wanted it on my iPad, but I am enough of an old fuddy duddy I still love an actual book

to browse. This was a great discounted price, and comes with an unlock code for the iPad app. It

was like buying he app and getting the hard cover addition for just a few dollars more! Best of both

worlds. And I love having the dictionary as an actual download on my tablet, rather than on the

Internet, and the search features work great! In fact, though I hate to admit it, I can browse as easily

on the app as in the book (though I still love the feel of the book in my hands). And, the wild card

searches are great when you need a cheat on a sticky crossword. This is a great dictionary, a great

app, and a great price for the twofer.

To me, this Dictionary is like an eye phone. I'm old fashioned and so I prefer books to kindle and if

there God Forbid, if there be ever a EMP. I'll still have my Dictionary and read it by candle light if I

have too. I love Philology and I'm crazy about semantics as well..... I waited four years to attain this

Dictionary. And by God's grace, I finally received it. Thank you; I am very pleased indeed.....RMA,

Bakersfield, Ca.
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